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The authors thank Reviewer 2 for their additional comments. The authors are unsure of what Reviewer 2 means when describing the Craig-Gordon model as a ‘black-box’. While not without its assumptions, the Craig-Gordon model was derived from physically-based processes and is the most widely used isotopic model. Additional isotopic models are generally developed from its framework (e.g. see He & Smith, 1999). However, there are numerous methods to estimate the atmospheric parameters of the Craig-Gordon model (e.g. $\alpha$, $\varepsilon k$) which may have an influence on the evaporation fractionation. From these methods (Figure 1 below shows an example of the difference
of two methods used to estimate $\alpha$ in the Craig-Gordon model) it is anticipated that the largest influence on the isotopic fractionation is the selection of the diffusion ratio ($Di/D$) as well as the turbulence parameter ($n$). The diffusion ratio has relatively high ranges ($0.9757 - 0.9955$; Horita et al., 2008), which results in a range in $\varepsilon_k$ of 4.5 to 24.9‰ ($\varepsilon_k=(1-h)\cdot n\cdot ((D/Di )^{n-1})$) assuming $n = 1$. This corresponds to a maximum range of $\sim 6$‰ in $\delta^*$ (directly influences the fractionation in each time-step; see Gibson, 2002) with a relative humidity of 80% (the long-term average at the site) and the conditions shown in Figure 1. In hindsight to the previous response, the authors should have clearly stated that the parameters of the Craig-Gordon model will also be tested in the proposed sensitivity analysis. As the turbulence parameter ($n$) was estimated as temporally variable, the sensitivity will be tested with time-invariant parameters (eg. $n=0.5$ or $n=1$).

For clarity, the rational for not testing additional distribution shapes is due to the multitude of shapes that have already been tested. From initial testing of the model with other distributions (e.g. uniform, exponential, gamma), it was determined that the use (and selection) of a single distribution was restrictive to the model results. However, additional testing of distributions revealed that the beta distribution, with appropriate parameterisation, could replicate the shapes of other commonly used distributions (see Figure 2 below). As such, the parameterisation of the beta distribution included in the model calibration were: high preference of near surface water ($\beta \gg \alpha$; equivalent to an exponential distribution), uniform selection/random mixing ($\beta = \alpha = 1$; equivalent to a uniform distribution), higher preference of mid-depth waters ($\alpha > 1$, $\beta \gg \alpha$; equivalent to a gamma distribution), and high preference of water from near the bottom of the domain ($\alpha \gg \beta$). Calibration of these parameter ranges ensured that testing of multiple different distribution shapes was conducted. Figure 2 shows the PDF and CDF of an exponential, gamma, and uniform distribution with in addition to the PDF and CDF of beta distributions tested within the model. For each different distribution (i.e. exponential, gamma, and uniform), the beta distribution is shown to imitate the shape quite well. The additional benefit of the beta distribution is the other shapes it may pro-
duce (see orange lines, Figure 2). As previously suggested, the authors will conduct a sensitivity analysis of the beta distribution parameters (which changes the shape of evaporation and root-uptake selection). Finally, the parameterization of the beta distribution used for both evaporation and root-uptake fluxes tested of both time-variant and time-invariant conditions (λ in Equations 13&14 was permitted to equal 0, time-invariant conditions), therefore this model structure does not make the assumption that uptake is time-variant or time-invariant.
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Fig. 1. a) Estimation of $\alpha L/V$ (fractionation parameter) against temperature, b) The estimation of $\delta^*$, c) subplot of plot b.
Fig. 2. a) The CDF of an exponential, gamma, and uniform distribution with a corresponding beta distribution parameterisation. b) The corresponding PDF of the CDFs in Fig2.a